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LAW CENTER IN STATE BUDGET 
Hastings Law Center Foundation 
Director Walter McGuire has con-
firmed that the state budget for the 
coming fiscal year includes a massive 
appropriation for the Hastings Law 
Center. Governor Brown has not indi-
cated that he would 'blue pencil' any 
of the budgetted appropriation. 
The budget measure moved 
through the capitol swiftly. Hastings' 
image in the state legislature is ex-
cellent. Fiscally the College is seen as 
a bargain. The cost to the state per 
year per student is far below that 
spent at other U.C.law schools. Hast-
ings' legal training is in many legis-
lators' minds superior to any offered 
in the state. "Hastings alumni who 
are serving or have served in the 
California legislature are excellent 
testimony to the quality of legal 
education offered by Hastings. The 
state wants that quality to continue," 
said one official. 
The state monies will finance the 
academic affairs portion of the new 
law center, but private and federal 
funds must be called on to finance the 
rest (see law center model and dia-
gram in McAllister lobby). And stu-
dent fees can make the critical dif-
ference between the inclusion of cer-
tain facilities in the law center, i.e. 
gymnasium and recreational. 
In a related development, ASH re-
ceived a report from first year student 
Larry Fahn that state monies won't 
be used for recreational facilities in 
the Law Center. "Such facilities are 
not as high on the state's list of 
priorities as the actual classrooms 
and library facilities, " he said. 
However, the Law Center Foudation 
plan does include space allotment for 
continued on page 12 
COLUMBIA FOUNDATION 
AWARDS GRANTTO LAW REVIEW 
Co-editors Ken Olivier and Linda 
Calatic recently announced that on 
January 28 the Columbia Foundation 
had awarded a $5000 grant to Hast-
ings International and Comparative 
Law Review (HICLR). 
The Columbia grant came on the 
heels of a $1000 donation from Wil-
liam D. Hughes. Together these 
awards provide a solid financial base 
for the publication in April of the first 
volume of HICLR. 
Present plans call for a distribution 
of 2000 copies. HICLR spokesperson 
Gene Flynn said, "Approximately 
700 copies will be sent to major law 
libraries and other subscribers 
throughout the United States." The 
remainder will be distributed to 
Hastings students. 
TOP NAME AUTHORS 
Articles from many distinguished 
scholars have been received and final 
technical editing and? checking is 
currently being completed. Although 
final editorial selections have not yet 
been made, the following list pro-
vides a representative sample of the 
articles which are being considered 
for inclusion in HICLR. 
Marcus B. Finnegan; senior 
partner of Finnegan, Henderson, 
Farabow and Garrett, Washing-
ton, D.C.; "UNCTAD's Code of 
Conduct governing the interna-
tional Transfer of Technology' , 
Robert F. Scott; Legal Advisor for 
International Energy Agency 
OECD; "Innovation in internation-
al Organization: The International 
Energy Agency" 
James Beardsley; Associate Pro-
fessor of Law, University of Chi-
cago; "Compelling Contract Per-
formance in France" 
In addition at least seven publish-
able student notes will be completed 
in time to be considered for the first 
issue. These notes encompass a wide 
spectrum of topics ranging from a 
comparative study of women's rights 
to an evaluation of the preferential 
tax treatment afforded Domestic In-
continued page 5 
RANDOM TRIAL NOTES 
(Ed. Note: Mr. Chatelain is a 
Hastings alumnus who is presently 
practicing in the District of Columbia. 
This article is allegedly the product of 
a bored day in court - a stream of 
consciousness through legal waters. 
It may be the first in a highly 
irregular series. ) 
HASTINGS LAW NEWS 
by Stephen Chatelain 
Stephen sat quietly in court. His 
head felt like it had been gently 
wrapped in soft hospital gauze. 
Sleepy. The witness was droning. 
The ancient judge already looked like 
a roosting place for pigeons. The 
court clerk was a stocky man with a 
paunch. A thick Teddy Roosevelt 
continued page 10 
GOLDBERG BACK ON THE BENCH 
The return to the appellate bench 
of former Supreme Court Justice 
Arthur J . Goldberg was marked by 
two full galleries in the Hastings 
Moot Courtroom. Joining the Justice 
for round 46 of the competition on the 
appellate panel was Attorney Justice 
Frederick P. Furth. Student justices 
Victor J. Poree and Daniel W . 
Bowles, ill alternated. 
Collectively, this appellate bench 
and the student counsels involved 
were responsible for one of the 
liveliest oral argument rounds in this 
year's David E. Snodgrass Moot 
Court Competition. (Sometimes 
called the annual baptism by fire of 
second year students.) 
There are two oral arguments in 
each round of the Moot Court com-
petition. Round 46 pitted John 
McBeth and John Feeney against 
Joseph Silva and Noreen Sharp in the 
5:00 P.M. arguments. In the 8:30 PM 
orals Dennis Wagstaffe and Steve 
Hayes argued against Joe Caves and 
Linda Loring. 
That night, the Justices asked 
question after question . However, 
the student counsels of round 46 were 
well prepared. Every question that 
was asked received a prompt and 
concise answer while the second year 
students attempted to get through 
the body of their arguments. 
The Bench was both intent and 
frequent with its questions. A couple 
of times the student did not even get 
a chance to introduce himself/her-
self before being asked a question! 
GALLERY TAKES SIDES 
The audience in the gallery, mostly 
students, quickly took the side of the 
student advocates. Even to the point 
of letting out with a loud cheer and 
applause when Ms. Sharp turned one 
of Justice Furth's questions around to 
both further her own argument and 
continued page 10 
PHYSICIAN HEAL THYSELF 
The recent law school graduate 
stood in front of the bench, after 
completing his argument on the law 
and motion calendar. The following 
colloquy took place: 
Judge: Counsel, is your client 
present? 
Attorney? Yes, your Honor. 
(Slightly puzzled) 
Judge: Mr. Smith, did you pay 
counsel for his services in this mat-
ter? (Client nodded in the affirmative 
and the Judge turned his attention to 
the Attorney.) Counsel, give it back! 
Occurrences such as this are not 
that uncommon for green-homed at-
torneys. One solution to such grief 
lies in the Hastings' clinical pro-
grams. 
A little known but loudly praised 
course within the spectrum of clinical 
programs at Hastings is the Legal 
Assistance Clinic at U.C. Medical 
Center. (Listed as Student Advocacy 
Clinic in the 1976-1977 class sched-
ule). The Clinic is offered each 
semester to qualified second and 
third year students. It is four units 
worth of face saving experience; in-
valuable to the new practitioner. 
The clinic is headed by the super-
vising attorney, James R. Neilsen. 
oontinuedonpage10 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
INTERNATIONAL TREATY COUNCIL VIDEOTAPE 
On Tuesday, March 1 at 3:30 in Room F the Dickinson Society of 
International Law will present "We are the Evidence of this Western 
Hemisphere," a one-hour videotape on the Second International Treaty 
Council Meeting of June, 1976. This documentary will be introduced by 
Roxanne Ortiz of the International -Indian Treaty Council, based in New 
York. Informal discussion will follow. 
The Treaty Council, which grew out of the Wounded Knee incident of 
1973, has gained international recognition. Next summer, the United Na-
tions Committee on Decolonialization will sponsor a meeting in Geneva to 
deal with the question of the colonial status of American-Indian nations in 
the Western Hemisphere. . 
Andrew Sorokowski 
TEST YOUR EmICS 
THE PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBTIJTY EXAMINATION will be given 
on April 23, 1977 at 10:30 AM. The FINAL FILING DEADLINE for the 
application is March 1, 1977. 
In order to be accepted, applications must be received in the office of 
the Committee of Bar Examiners by 5:00 PM on the deadline date 
specified. 
The filing fee is $15.00, and is non-refundable and non-transferable. 
The examination will be of two hours duration with Y2 -hour of 
instruction and will consist of non-essay questions. Forms are available in 
Room 111. 
EXAMINATION LOCATIONS are San Francisco, Sacramento, Los 
Angeles and San Diego. 
STUDENTS TAKING mE WASHINGTON STATE BAR-
1. Effective with the Bar Examination to be given in the State of Wash-
ington in July of this year - 1977 - there will be one entire session de-
voted to Ethics or Code of Professional Responsibility questions. 
2. The questions will be essay type. 
3. A passing grade on this section of the examination will be mandatory 
in order to be recommended for admission to the Bar of the State of 
Washington. 
4. An applicant receiving a passing grade on the examination as a 
whole but failing the' ethics session, will not be requited to take the entire 
examination ｡ｾ｡ｩｮ＠ but will be allowed to take the ethics portion only at the 
next regular examination period. 
Washington State regularly gives two bar examinations each year - one 
in the winter (usually January or February) and one in the summer 
(usually July). 
6. Effective with the Bar Examination to be given in July of 1977, the 
Washington State Bar Examination will consist of three days of essay-
type questions with no multi-state. 
. STUDENT/FACULTY LONG RANGE PLANNING 
What shall Hastings' future be? What curriculum, faculty, student body 
shall we encourage and seek? The Long Range Planning CoIDmittee will 
be addressing these concerns at their March 1st meeting. 
We would like your input as to what you want as Hastings' future. Since 
the new law center is well under way we will not be considering 
suggestions for it. 
s/Judith Schneider, locker 916, Lydia Larsen, Locker 698 
LAST CHANCE 
The third year class will be selling 2-for-l entertainment coupon books 
in the Commons the week of F.ebruary 28. Good through next November 
for restaurants, movies, sporting events, hotels, bowling, etc. (IT your 
parents are coming for graduation, the hotel coupons will come in handy). 
We have San Francisco/East Bay books for $10 and Peninsula books for 
$15. 
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LECTURES 
"Backpacking: How to Teach and Reach Older Kids" by George Paul of 
Sierra Club Inner City Outings, Wednesday, March 9, 7:30-9 p.m., Fort 
Mason Bldg. 310, Marina and Laguna Sts., free. 
"Astrology: What's New" A lecture on new techniques, research and 
groups by Zipporah Dobyns, Ph.D., March 15, 8 p.m., Fort Mason Bldg. 
310, Marina and Laguna Sts., '$2, students $1.50. 
"Sanitation and Minimal Impact on the Land" A seminar for future 
wilderness trip leaders by Sierra Club Inner City Outings, Wednesday, 
March 23, 7:30-9 p.m., Fort Mason Bldg. 310, Marina and Laguna Sts., 
free. 
"Preventive Survival for Future Backpack Leaders" A slide show and 
lecture by Phil Ward of Sierra Club Inner City Outings, Wednesday, 
March 30, 7:30-9 p.m., Fort Mason Bldg. 310, Marina and Laguna Sts., 
free. 
LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH 
The Legal Writing and Research Program is now hiring instructors for 
next year. Some of the present instructors wish to continue teaching in the 
program. If you have any comments, negative or positive, which you feel 
would be of value in making a decision to retain Ilny instructor, please see 
Professor Jordan during her office hours in Room 104, by March 15th. 
Office Hours: Monday and Wednesday, 11:30 ani to 1:30 pm; Tuesday 
and Thursday, 9:30 am to 11:30 am. 
NOTRE DAME LAW SUMMER 
The University of Notre Dame Law School is accepting applications from 
lawyers and law students planning to attend its eighth annual summer 
session in London. The session each year attracts more than 100 students 
from approximately 60 American and foreign law schools, and from the 
practicing bar. Sessions in the London School of Economics in central 
London will be conducted from July 2 to August 10. Courses will be 
offered in Federal Courts, Labor Law, Common Market Law, Legal 
History, Public International Law, Land Use Planning and Jurisprudence. 
The distinguished British faculty will include Professors Harry Rajak, Ian 
Kennedy, and David Kornbluth of Kings College, University of London, 
and Professors Anthony West and David Evans from the Faculty of Laws 
of Reading University. Joining them will be Professors Peter Thornton, 
Director of the Notre Dame year-round program in London, and Bernard 
Dobranski of the Notre D'ame campus. 
For further information write Professor Dobranski, University of Notre 
Dame Law School, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556 (telephone 219/283-8964). 
SHATTUCK SPEAKS 
On Monday, February 28, Professor Shattuck, sponsored by the East 
Asian Law Society, will discuss Japanese and American contract law. 
Professor Shattuck is in his third year of teaching Conflicts and 
Contracts at Hastings. His experience in the field of comparative Japan-
ese and American contracts stems from his teaching years at the Univer-
sity of Washington Law School, which has an excellent graduate program 
in Asian Legal Studies. All of the graudate classes in the program are 
taught by an American and an Asian scholar in collaboration. Professor 
Shattuck developed the course in contracts and sales with a Japanese pro-
fessor and taught it for six years. . 
The approaches of the Japanese and American legal systems to the 
problems of contract law are, so different that comparison of the two is a 
continuous learning process. Please join us at 4:40 in Room D. 
RECOGNIZED STUDENT GROUPS 
All Hastings student groups should make plans to have a black and 
white photo ready for the yearbook. Groups who cannot provide their own 
photos (Polaroids are not acceptable) should contact Bob Aicher at the 
Law News office or the Moot Court Board - 4th floor. 
SUTRO ROOM CWSED 
On Monday, March 14 through Friday, March 18, 1977 the photo-
'grapher for the Hastings Yearbook will be in the Sutro Room in the 
Library to take pictures of all students at the College. 
We regret any inconvenience to those students who use the Sutro Room 
during this week, but for the convenience of all students and for security 
of the camera equipment, we will close the room to all purposes other 
than the taking of the photographs. 
slVice Dean Wm. Riegger 
DEVEWPING LABOR LAW FREE 
The ABA Section on Labor Relations has appropriated funds for free 
distribution of the five year supplement to Morris' Developing Labor Law 
to all law student members of. the section. The five year supplement will 
be distributed free of charge to all student members who write the section 
c/o MARIAN ZEHNER, 1155 East 60th Street, Chicago, illinois 60637 
immediately. 
DROP DEADLINE PAST 
Feb. 25 was the deadli.ne for withdrawing from a Spring elective course 
via the Registrar's office. After Feb. 25, written permission of an in-
structor must be obtained and permission of the Dean and will be per-
mitted only in unusual or exceptional cases involving unforseeable cir-
cumstances. The Dean and instructor determine what creates such 
circumstances. 
FEBRUARY 28, 1977 
977 NATIONAL HASTINGS TEAM 
Applications for next year's Na-
ional Moot Court Team are now 
vailable from the Moot Court office, 
oom 446. Three persons will be 
hosen to represent Hastings in this 
nual event to be held this fall. 
Second-year students who have 
successfully completed Moot Court 
are eligible. Students who have 
exhibited special competence in 
written and oral advocacy will receive 
preference in the selection process. 
Over 150 schools throughout the 
country participate in the competi-
tion. The competition is based on a 
problem created by the Young 
Lawyers Committee of the New York 
City Bar Association. Every team 
writes a brief on the subject, which is 
graded and counts toward 40% of 
each team's score. Oral arguments, 
constituting 60%, are held in the 
regional rounds of the competition. 
Hastings competes in Region xn, 
which includes the fifteen accredited 
law schools in California. The top two 
teams in each region compete in the 
final rounds in New York in 
December. 
This past year brought Hastings its 
grl'!atest success in the National 
Competition. The team of Dave Levy, 
Ann Steinbrugge and Steve 
Wagstaffe placed second in the 
regional competition in Los Angeles, 
and tied for 9th place in the finals in 
New York City in December. This 
year's problem dealt with a fictitious 
state law regulating the tender offer 
of securities, and involved questions 
of Federal abstention, due process, 
interstate commerce and pre-
emption. 
Applications are due by noon, 
Monday, March 7 in Room 446. There 
will be a special informational 
meeting Thursday, March 3 in the 
Moot Court Room at 1:40. Interviews 
will be held Monday evening, March 
7. 
., Membership on the team requires 
a great deal of time," commented 
Wags.affe. "I think we spent about 
300 hours a person preparing the 
brief, and 100-200 hours each on oral 
arguments." 
In addition to representing Has-
tings in the competition, the three-
some serves on the Moot Court 
Board, and teaches a section of Moot 
Court. The problem that their stu-
dents work on is the same one used in 
the competition, so the workload is 
somewhat alleviated. 
"It was the most worthwhile and 
exciting experience I've had at 
Hastings," said Levy . 
There is no question but that 
Hastings has profitted equally as 
much by the team's transnational 
foray. Hastings is fast being recog-
nized as a force that must be 
reckoned with in legal education in 
America. 
LAW FRATERNITY ALIVE 
Phi Delta Phi has been maintaining 
its usual schedule of busy activities 
this semester. A breakfast meeting 
was held at the Golden Hut on 
Wednesday, February 17. On Feb-
ruary 19, representatives of Pomeroy 
Inn attended a Phi Delta Phi Inter-
Province Conclave at the San 
Francisco Hilton Hotel. "Members 
from allover the West Coast as well 
as representatives from Phi Delta Phi 
headquarters in Washington, D.C. 
were present," said Nelson Barry, 
Phi Delta Phi Magister. 
Barry has announced that Phi Delta 
Phi treasurer Michael Mayer was 
forced to resign because of his heavy 
schedule at UC Berkeley (Mayer is 
working for an MBA along with his 
J.D.). Sandy Smith replaces him in 
the office. 
Magister Barry also let it be known 
that he and members Falk, Luscutoff 
and Dickenson attended an intra-
province dinner feted by Province 
President Bill Hochman and met Phi 
Delta Phi reps from McGeorge, 
Davis, and USF law schools. At the 
dinner the reps applauded Hastings' 
Pomeroy Inn for continued excellence 
and significant chapter activities. 
First and second year students who 
would like to join Phi Delta Phi 
members in a rollickin' March 5th 
party call Nelson Barry or leave a 
note for Phi Delta Phi in the 
intercampus mailroom and we'll get 
back to you. 
D.E. Levin, Phi Delta Phi Historian 
2nd Annual Law Revue 
A Mercedes 450SL? An all expense paid trip to the Carlbean? We don't 
know what the prizes will be, but take a chance and enter the 
DING LETTER CONTEST! II 
Sponsored by the third year class. Prizes will be awarded for: 
1) The best REAL rejection letter. 
2) The best FAKE rejection letter. 
3) The most rejected student. 
Enter as many times as you like. Submit your letter or letters (desig-
nating whether real or fake) to the Law News by March 31, 1977. 
(intercampus mail) 
Winners will be announced APRIL 7, 1977, at the 2d ANNUAL LAW 
REVUE in the Commons. 
Get Your Acts Togetherllll 
PREVIEWS WILL BE HELD FOR LAW REVUE 
Monday March 7, 1977,4:00 to 6:30 Knight's Restaurant 
Thursday March 10, 1977,4:00 to 6:00 Knight's Restaurant 
Call Mary Ann Klein 344-8683 to set up a time to show your stuff. If you 
cannot present your skit, song, or dance at one of the times listed above, 
call the same number to discuss special arrangements. 
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HASTINGS STUDENT EXCELS 
Frances Rice, a Hastings third year 
student, has been selected the 1977 
Distinguished Young Alumnus of 
Drury College in Springfield, Mo. 
where she received her B.S. degree 
in 1973. Ms. Rice received the award 
and was a guest of honor at a banquet 
held recently in conjunction with 
Drury Homecoming ceremonies. In 
addition, her name has been inscri-
bed on a perpetual trophy which 
honors all the recipients of this 
award . Frances' selection was based 
on academic and professional ach-
ievements and on her involvement 
and leadership in community activi-
ties designed to improve the socio-
economic status of the dis-
advantaged. 
HONORS AT HASTINGS 
In the 1975-1976 Hastings Moot 
Court competition, Ms. Rice won 
honors for outstanding oral advocacy. 
In keeping with her initiative and 
motivation to excel, she obtained an 
M.B.A. degree in 1976 by attending 
night classes at Golden Gate Uni-
versity while attending Hastings on a 
full time basis. 
Ms. Rice is currently serving on 
active duty as a captain in the Judge 
Advocate General's Corps of the 
United States Army. In recognition of 
her many accomplishments during 
her 13 years of military service, she 
has received numerous awards and 
commendations including the Good 
Conduct Medal, the Army Com-
mendation Award and the First and 
Second Oak Leaf Clusters to the 
Army Commendation Award. She 
was also invited to participate in the 
White House Regional Conference on 
Consumer Representation held at 
Stanford Law School in January of 
1976. 
L.F.B. 
WOMEN MAKE HEADWAY 
The minutes of the Hastings Board 
of Directors dated January 10, 1879 
reflect the adoption by a unanimous 
vote of the following resolution: 
"Resolved that women not be ad-
mitted to the Hastings College of 
the Law." 
Needless to say, there were also no 
restrooms for women students. 
Women students have been ad-
mitted to Hastings in increasing 
numbers since Foltz v. Hodge 54 Cal. 
28 (1879), yet the availability of 
restroom facilities has been signifi-
cantly disproportionate to the num-
bers of women admittees. This 
situation will be greatly improved, 
however, since Hastings opened a 
new women's restroom on the Second 
Floor. Students, Faculty, and Staff 
are invited to the grand opening 
ceremonies which will take place 
across the hall from room G, March I, 
at 2:45p.m. 
While a discussion of restrooms 
may inspire humorous comments, it 
is a subject which is often seriously 
addressed. In a recent interview 
United States Supreme Court Justice 
Thurgood Marshall stated that he 
favored having a woman on the 
Supreme Court but indicated that the 
first change the Court would have to 
make is in the plumbing. 
Some women at Hastings have 
noted that while there are adequate 
restroom facilities for women located 
near the meeting room of the 
Hastings Board of Directors, there 
have been no women members of the 
board in recent years . And, it is 
believed that there has never been a 
woman on the Board in the entire 100 
year history of Hastings. 
You may have come a long way, 
"woman," but you still have a long 
way to go. 
Liz/Franco/BradIe 
THE HASTINGS YEARBOOK IS COMINGI 
Get Your Group's Pictures and Memorable Moments Ready 
A Venture of the Hastings Centennial Fund 
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MATERNITY AND THE SUPREME 
COURT 
Less than one week after the Dec. 7 
U.S. Supreme Court " General Elec-
tric " decision denying pregnant 
women the right to temporary 
disability benefits , representatives 
from 43 women's professional, labor, 
and lobbying groups formed the 
Coalition to End Discrimination 
Against Pregnant Workers . 
After an initial five-hour meeting at 
the University of Pennsylvania, the 
Coalition began a two-front assault . 
First , the women would attempt to 
reverse the Supreme Court's ruling 
by lobbying lawmakers sympathetic 
to the rights of pregnant workers. 
Secondly, the women would attempt 
to insure through collective bargain-
ing that companies not start taking 
advantage of the legal loophole 
provided them by the Burger Court . 
A Dec. 8 article in the Wall Street 
Journal says, " The ruling reinforces 
the growing impression that mem-
bers of the business community are 
likely to get sympathetic hearing 
when they take crucial cases to the 
court headed by Chief Justice Burger , 
who was appointed by (former 
President) Nixon ." 
Senators Birch Bayh, D-Ind ., 
Edward Brooke , R-Mass ., Charles 
Mathias, R-Md., and Representatives 
Pat &hroeder , D-Colo. , Augustus 
Hawkins, D-Calif. , and Elizabeth 
Holtzman, D-N.Y. are expected to 
introduce legislation that would ban 
discrimination against pregnant 
workers and effectively reverse the 
Supreme Court's ruling. 
In writing for the majority of the 
court, Justice Rehnquist, also ap-
pointed by Richard Nixon, followed a 
1974 California decision [Gedulig v. 
Aiello I that held that the exclusion of 
pregnancy disability coverage did not 
violate the California Equal Protec-
tion clause since it did not exclude 
anyone from coverage based on 
gender, but rather "merely" re-
moved one physical condition from 
coverage. The court wrote that the 
decision divides workers into two 
groups - pregnant women and non-
pregnant persons. Since the first 
group is made up of women and the 
second group made up of both sexes, 
there is no risk from which men are 
protected and women aren't, 
reasoned Justice Rehnquist . 
"There is no proof that the G.E. 
package is in fact worth more to men 
than women. It is impossible to find a 
gender-based discriminatory effect in 
this scheme simply because women 
disabled as a result of pregnancy do 
not receive benefits; that is to say, 
gender-based discrimination does not 
result simply because an employer's 
disability benefits plan is less than 
inclusive ." ltehnquist wrote . 
The decision brought immediate 
cries of outrage from the 43-member 
Coalition, which said , "that with its 
new ruling, the Supreme Court 
enforces not only sex discrimination, 
220 McALLISTER, 
SAN FRANCISCO 
CALIFORNIA 94102 
[415] 861-6820 
but the system that says corporations 
should profit at the expense of 
working people . Women who choose 
to work are placed in an untenable 
position since pregnancy means more 
than the loss of their wages while 
pregnant. After childbirth, women 
must provide for childcare or abandon 
the workforce altogether." 
, 'The gains of the last decade in the 
employment of Blacks and other 
minorities, as well as women, could 
be wiped out with the Supreme 
Court's approach," Augustus 
Hawkins, D-Calif., said. The General 
Electric Co. argued to the Supreme 
Court that the cost of providing 
pregnancy disfJ,bility was too 
expensive . 
Presently, the GE plan provides 
coverage for sports injuries, attemp-
ted suicides, venereal disease, elec-
tive cosmetic surgery, disabilities 
incurred while committing a crime, 
prostate disease, circumcision, hair 
transplants and vasectomy. 
In his dissent to the court's 
opinion, Justice Brennan called the 
opinion "fanciful," " simplistic," and 
"misleading." Joined by Justice 
Marshall, Brennan wrote, "the 
soundness of the Court's underlying 
assumption that the plan is an 
untainted product of a gender-
neutral risk assignment can be 
examined against a historical back-
drop of GE employment practices," 
and can be found to be "purely 
HASTINGS LA W NEWS 
fanciful. " 
Brennan also maintains that the 
majority "unjustifiably rejected" the 
Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission's (EEOC) claim that the 
exclusion of pregnancy from an 
insurance plan is not compatible 
with, and may even violate, the 
overall objectives of Title vn (Title 
vn stipulates that caused or contri-
buted to by pregnancy . . . should be 
treated as such under any temporary 
disability insurance or sick leave 
plan.) 
In the second dissent, Justice 
Stevens wrote that " by definition 
such a rule discriminates on the basis 
of sex - for it is the capacity to 
become pregnant which differen-
tiates the female from the male." The 
analysis remains the same, he says, 
"whether the rule relates to hiring, 
promotion, the acceptability of an 
excuse for absence, or the exclusion 
from a health insurance plan. 
Women's capacity for pregnancy 
has served as an historical basis for 
job discrimination since employers 
have long used potential pregnancy 
as an excuse to refuse to hire, train, 
and promote women. Women are 
currently, as lawyer Ruth Weyand 
who argued the case before the 
Supreme Court put it, "the cheap 
labor immigrants used to be. ' , 
C. O'Connor 
SENIOR BAR REVIEW 
- MOST COMPLETE OUTLINES 
- BEST LECTURES 
-SIMULATED BAR AND MULTI-STATE EXAMS 
- WRITING TECHNIQUE LECTURES 
- PERSONAL WRITING CLINICS WITH FORMER 
BAR EXAM GRADERS 
-INDIVIDUAL GRADING AND CRITIQUES OF 
ALL ESSAY ANSWERS 
- MORE PRACTICE EXAMS 
-CASSETTES 
Second Year Dry Run Course 
Second ,Year Individual Lease 
'First Year Review 
Dates: 
INFO ON OUR SUMMER 1977 PROGRAM 
Classes at: 
Course commences approximately June 
1, and ends approximately July 15, 1977 . 
(California Bar Exam scheduled for July 
26-28, 1977.) 
"Early bird" lectures in Wrlls, Trusts, 
Community Property and Professional 
Responsibility on weekends during 
March and April . . . in addition to regu-
lar presentation during Summer course . 
For further details, see Class Schedule 
(published during March). 
Times: 
Classes held approximately 4- 5 evenings 
per week , plus selected Saturdays . 
Day-time video-tape sessions also 
available . 
San Francisco 
University of San Francisco, McLaren 
Hall 
Los Angeles 
Cultural Center, 1619 S. Robertson Blvd. 
San Diego 
University of San Diego, More Hall 
Tape programs: 
Videotape programs offered at many lo-
cations throughout state for those un-
able to attend live lectures . 
Tuition : 
$325 (plus refundable book deposit $40). 
Approved for Veterans Training 
Benefits. 
HASTINGS BAR 
REPRESENTATIVES 
Claude Ames 
Roberto Dela Rosa 
Bob Freitas 
Pat Kernighan 
Mike King 
Tom Maddock 
Ellen Pfaff 
Lynne Riddle 
Terre Rushton 
Charlie Sink 
Grace Shimizu 
Greer Smith 
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LEVIN'S PRACTICAL GUIDE 
A Handbook for the Miserably Bored 
This reporter has been saddened to 
observe that many students at 
Hastings are ignoring some of the 
most basic fashion principles of the 
Student Image. Tacky, tacky, tacky. 
Anyone can dress the part of a law 
student. All it takes is a little time, a 
little effort, and one trip to the 
Salvation Army (or The Gap). The 
populII!' "law student look" is then 
easily achieved. As with first trying 
caviar or group sex, of course, the 
proper mental attitude is imperative. 
Bear in mind that the law student, 
male or female, is too involved with 
work and study to sew on buttons, 
tuck in shirts or take frequent baths. 
Then cultivate a preoccupied expres-
sion and choose lines that flow with 
worried creases that are deepening 
daily on your face. Colors: Anything 
that doesn't clash with blue jeans. 
Next, experiment with accessories. 
First. there is the good wool scarf - a 
standard that has been a favorite of 
law students the world over ever 
since Raskolnikov first took hatchet in 
hand. Then there is the pipe - which 
can be filled with tobacco, cleaned, 
and waved through the air with 
accompanying sounds, but should 
never be smoked (What? You should 
kill yourself with cancer?) Last, but 
not least, is the ever popular battered 
knapsack, slung over one wearily 
slouched shoulder. No need to put 
books in it - rocks will do nicely, just 
as long as it looks heavy. 
Beyond this, you can create a still 
more personalized aura. The athletic 
law student, for example, wears blue 
and gold rugby shirt, tennis shoes, 
and carries a can of "OIy. " The 
partying law student wears a slightly 
dazed expression and keeps his 
hands in his pockets at all times. The 
married law student is identified by 
his or her wedding ring, inscribed 
with one of the sayings of Mao 
Tse-tung. The serious law student, on 
the other hand, walks softly and 
carries a big stick. You can .add your 
own touches: try an earring through 
your nose or fake elephant ears. 
Arguably, it's freedom of expression. 
This reporter can already hear 
THE LAW STUMBLES ON 
Last Issue this column reported on 
the case of Mrs. Della Dockery, 
whose relatives have asked the courts 
for permission to allow her to die. She 
has been in a comatose state since a 
heart attack last November. 
The judge presiding over the case 
has now ruled that the doctor may 
pull the plug on the devices that have 
been keeping her alive. He said that 
the final decision in this case rests 
with the doctor, who may cut off the 
device if he determines that there is 
no reasonable possiblity that she will 
recover. 
The judge said that "the comatose 
patient cannot perform those func-
tions that distinguish him as a 
human, and may be in a state worse 
than death . . ." He decided that no 
interest of the state was served by 
keeping her alive in this condition. 
THE STATE BAR has been asked to 
find better facilities in which to 
conduct their examinations. A bill 
introduced in the Assembly by 
Assemblyman Mike Cullen (D-Long 
Beach) would encourage the Bar to 
find public facilities for the exam, 
rather than the currently used private 
facilities. The bill stems from the 
problems of an applicant who, for 
medical reasons, wishes to use an 
electric typewriter for the exam. 
Electric typewriters have been 
banned following last year's prob-
lems with power blackouts and noise. 
The Cullen bill asks state agencies to 
cooperate with the Bar in providing 
appropriate space. 
A DEFENDANT in Superior Court 
decided to be his own lawyer, which 
prompts the oft used phrase about 
having a fool for a client. In this case 
the phrase had more than a bit of 
truth to it. The defendant's question 
to the victim on cross-examination 
was, "Did you see my face clearly 
when I took your purse?" He got two 
to ten years. 
MORE PUBUC OFFICIALS were 
indicted by grand juries last year than 
in any previous year. The Justice 
Department announced that 337 
public officials were indicted in 1976. 
The majority of these indictments 
have resulted in convictions: since 
1970 over one thousand officials have 
been convicted. The most common 
conviction was for bribery, with 205, 
followed by extortion (129), income 
tax violations (97), and conspiracy 
(95). 
WHILE SEARCHING A CAR enter-
ing the United States from Mexico at 
Laredo, Texas, a Treasury Customs 
Inspector discovered a hidden com-
partment in the vehicle's firewall. 
The secret space was filled with 
socks. The Inspector discovered that 
each sock contained a drowsy parrot. 
Further investigation showed that the 
birds had been fed ｴ･ｱｵｩｬｬ｡ｾ･ｮ｣ｨ･､＠
com to keep them quiet during the 
illegal border crossing. The birds 
were rescued with minor side effects. 
W.W.Webb 
roars of protest from the readers. 
What trivia I they cry. Haven't we got 
better things to do than spend our 
time worrying about whether our 
T-shirts have adequate chili stains? 
While anticipating this concern, we 
would like to respond on a philoso-
phical note by quoting from a good 
friend and well-known scholar (whose 
name will be withheld at the request 
of FBI agents who are still searching 
for him): "Hey, man, cocaine is 
bigger than any of us. ' , 
Regards, 
Donna Elaine 
GRANT fromfrontpage 
national Sales Corporations. 
BRIGHT FUTURE 
Prospects for HICLR's future are 
most promising. Funding was specifi-
cally approved by Governor Brown in 
the 1977-78 budget. The newly 
elected Editor in Chief (Patty Rogers) 
and Executive Editor (John Harwell) . 
are currently in the process of ap-
pointing an editorial staff and select-
ing participa,nts for next year's publi-
cation. 
On the basis of the enthusiastic 
response given HICLR and the steady 
progress which has been made over 
the past year, there can be not doubt 
that another scholarly law review has 
been firmly established at Hastings. . 
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COLLEGE 
PRIVACY REGS 
IN COMPUANCE WITH THE 
PRIVACY ACT AND t\CCESS TO 
STUDENT EDUCATIONAL 
RECORD AMENDMENTS, THE 
GENREALCOUNSELHAS 
FURNISHED THE FOLLOWING 
INFORMATION 
(1) Education records (or personally Identi-
fiable Information contained therein, other 
than directory information) of students will 
not be released without the student 's 
written consent, except to the following : 
[a] Other school officials , including Re-
gistration and Admissions Officers, tea-
chers and Placement Director. 
[b] Officials of other schools in which the 
student seeks or Intends to enroll. 
[c] Authorized governmental representa-
tive (State or Federal) as provided for by 
law. 
[d]ln connection with a student's appli-
cation for, or receipt of, financial ald. 
[e] State and local officials to whom such 
information is specifically required to be 
reported or disclosed pursuant to State 
statute adopted prior to November 19, 
1974. 
[f] To organizations conducting studies, 
for, or on behalf of, educational agencies 
or institutions for the purpose of develop-
Ing, validating, or administering predic-
tive tests, administering student aid pro-
grams, and improving Instruction: Pro-
vided, that the studies are conducted In a 
manner whlch will not permit the per-
sonal Identification of students and their 
parents by Individuals other than repre-
sentatives of the organization and the 
Information will be destroyed when no 
longer needed for the purposes for which 
ｴｾ･＠ study was cOflducted. 
[g] To accrediting organizations In order 
to carry out their accrediting functions . 
[h] To parents of a dependent student, as 
defined In section 152 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954. 
[I] To appropriate parties In a health or 
safety emergency subject to the condi-
tions set forth In the College Regulations. 
(2) Ac:cetI to or r.I.... of personally 
Identifiable Information In education re-
cords, other than directory Information or as 
Is permitted under (1) above, will not be al-
lowed or accomplished by the College un-
less, (a) there Is a written consent from the 
student specifying the record to be re-
leased, the reasons for such release, and to 
whom, and with a copy of the record to be 
released, or (b) such Information Is fur-
nished In compliance with Judicial order, or 
pursuant to any lawfully Issued subpoena, 
upon condition that the student Is notified of 
all such orders or subpoenas In advance of 
the College's compliance therewith . 
(3) The Colleg. exclude. from student In-
spection and review confidential letters and 
confidential statements of recommendation 
which were placed In the education record 
prior to January 1, 1975, If such letters and 
statements were SOlicited with a written as-
surance of confidentiality; or sent and 
retained with a documented understanding 
of confidentiality ; or, If placed In the re-
cords after January 1, 1975, refer to ad-
continued on page 8 
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FELLINI'S CASSANOVA 
Federico Fellini spent over ten 
million dollars and took almost four 
years to create a film that put this 
correspondent ' s date to sleep in less 
than twenty minutes. The opening 
credits note that the picture is freely 
drawn from The Story Of My Life by 
Giacomo Cassano va , but we are 
presented with nothing more than 
Fellini's personal feelings for a man 
known as history's greatest lover. 
PHI DELTA PHI 
MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER L ｾｯｾ･ｾｙｾｮｾＡ｢ｾｨｾｾＡｾｴｾｧｾｾｾｾｅ＠, PHI DELTA PHI-International Legal Fraternity 
. A Professional Fraternity 
Fellini has repeatedly expressed 
his hatred for Cassanova, and does so 
once more in the film. He has stated 
that' 'Cassanova is everything I des-
pise. He is a lover with cold spenn." 
His static, sterile portrait comes off 
as a passionless eighteenth century 
freak show which drags on to what 
seems like twice its actual 2 Yz hour 
length. 
Had I seen any of his earlier 
pictures, most of which have been 
highly acclaimed, perhaps I would 
not have been so surprised with the 
effect. Here is a movie with absolute-
ly no joy. Fellini's disdain for his 
character renders it irresolute. 
Cassanova's sexual escapades are 
pneumatic bores. Whether he is 
copulating with a disfigured dutchess 
or a lovely maidservant, Donald 
Sutherland, in a brave portrayal of 
the great lover, is shown doing 
perfunctory pushups until his eyes 
roll back into their sockets. He never 
even takes off his complicated set of 
medieval underwear. In fact their is 
virtually no nudity at all in this film 
about history's most legendary flesh 
worshipper. 
There must be an element of envy 
in Fellini's treatment of Cassanova. 
Fellini has stated that Cassanova's 
12-volume set of memoirs' 'read like 
a telephone book," when, in fact, 
many literary experts regard them as 
"among tp.e most sheerly alive liter-
ary works in any language." Fellini 
has purposely changed a book of life 
and one man's enjoyment of it, into a 
testament of death. 
In an opening scene we are pre-
sented with Cassanova rowing a boat 
across the Adriatic Sea, which is 
obviously fashioned from plastic tar: 
paulins and a wind machine. He is on 
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his way to a rendezvous and sexual 
encounter with a giggling, bare-
buttocked nun (quite flabby I might 
add) in an abandoned light house. 
The story then moves through a 
dozen or more European countries, 
and Cassanova's conquests, impri-
sonment, escape, triumph, near-
suicide, and finally old age 
humiliations. 
Sutherland's perfonnance is intre-
pid and well-executed. His face was 
made up to look grotesque, and his 
apparrel seemed better suited for a 
mummy. He is on screen for what 
must be 90% of the film's length, and 
gets to be monotonous quickly. This 
is due to the lifeless nature of the 
character, and not Sutherland's lack 
of acting skill. The women, with one 
lovely exception (that being Tina 
Aumont) are either disfigured, aged, 
or greatly overweight. None of them 
have been given major parts. 
The cinematography, costumes, 
and set designs are outstanding, and 
obviously very costly. They were 
somewhat overshadowed by the eerie 
harpsichord music that served as the 
film's soundtrack. The music, light-
ing and cast together presented an 
overall effect that was chilling and 
funereal almost the the extent of a 
horror show. 
For example, the most tender 
scene is one in which Cassanova 
makes love to a mechanical doll in the 
court of Wurttenberg. This had to be • 
Fellini's ultimate symbol of 
Cassanova's sterile narcissism. This 
trait has a valid base in Cassanova's 
history, but it becomes a dominant 
theme and will serve only to grossly 
distort the world's image of a 
renowned historical figure. 
Larry Fahn 
ALL STUDENTS' PICTURES 
TAKEN FREE 
As part of the Hastings Yearbook 
arrangement, all Hastings students will 
have 4-6 poses taken by a professional 
studio portrait photographer free. The 
photography studio will donate the portrait 
of each student's choice to the Hastings 
Centennial Fund for the Yearbook. 
ANWAR .. I CANT WAIT 
TILL Yoo MEET MY NEW 
SEcRETAAYOF SiATE rra 
ｎｯｷｾＡ＠
BRAD REBULLOSA DANA BALIN PAUL DELVECCHIO 
CA&\RIT REVUE \VED.,FRI.,SA[ 9:30&1130 
, 
I CANT WAIT TILL . 
YOO MEET MINE.n 
DINNER RESERVArIONS -TEL: 775=7574 
D90 Calif()rnia at San Francisco 
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FUN WITH DICK AND JANE 
Ed McMahon, Jack Carson's laugh 
man and co-star in Fun With Dick and 
Jane, called this a "needed film." 
But the dick and jane story is old. 
Dick and Jane grow. Dick gets a job 
as an aerospace executive. They 
move to a big house in the suburbs, 
raise Billy, compete with the Joneses 
and then Dick gets fired from the 
team that designed Neil Armstrong's 
shoe-laces. 
That is when the fun starts: no 
more ski lessons for Billy; Jane 
cancels with the BOMC; Dick forfeits 
his Chateau Latour Pauillac for Gallo. 
Because Fun With Dick and Jane 
deals with middle-class unemploy-
ment, some may consider this a 
courageous satire. But it's too easy to 
make a film protesting joblessness. 
Reaffirming what the audience al-
ready knows by projecting a cata-
logue of unemployment and food 
stamp scenes, Fun With Dick and 
Jane is unchallenging. 
Dick (George Segal) is not bad as 
an aerospace executive but comic as a 
welfare applicant. He is too sharp in 
his Givenchy suit and stubbleless 
chin amongst the ruddy faces and 
women in curlers at the social service 
office. He eventually blows his un-
employment eligibility by not report-
ing his monthly income from a walk-
on role as a gypsy in Carmen. 
Dick's wife, Jane (Jane Fonda), 
gets turned down from the financial 
aid of her parents, who could not be 
doing better. Her father considers 
her lucky to be in a bind and strikes a 
convincing similarity to Ralph Waldo 
Emerson in his advice to self rely. 
Dick and Jane play their middle 
class roles well. When the land-
scapers arrive to dig up their beauti-
fully landscaped yard, Jane puts on a 
show for the neighbors so as not to let 
them know that their checks are 
bouncing. And Segal shows a touch-
of -class when the prospective boss 
shows up for lunch. But as crooks, 
Segal and Fonda are too attractive 
and are wasted on forced pranks 
ranging from armed robbery to public 
urination. Segal's stick-up rehearsals 
in front of the bedroom mirror con-
firm his inability to hit the broad side 
of a bam. But he gets his ire up to 
knock-off a drug store, an X-rated 
motel, a record store, a pizza parlor, 
the Church of Monetary-Saints, and 
the phone company. With each stick-
up their style improves as do the 
disguises, but the dynamic duo are, 
in effect, recycling Bonnie and Clyde. 
McMAHON'S A HIT 
In the end, crime pays, and big 
crime pays bigger. That is the film' s 
statement on the national ethic. The 
premise is made unreal by the under-
use of Segal's and Fonda's charm and 
intellect. McMahon, on the other 
hand, epitomizes a corrupt aerospace 
executive. His lines seem manufac-
tured by NASA and he comes off as a 
natural drunk in the opening scenes. 
His line, "It stinks on Ice!" doesn't 
match the verve of Peter Finch's 
. 'I'm mad as hell. I'm not going to 
take it anymore," in Network. 
Visually, the film is an unadorned 
90 minutes. The dress is elegant and 
one cannot help feeling that this 
aesthetic approach to unemployment 
is basically a glamorization. 
LOST IN THE · WILDERNESS 
OF ADMINSTRATIVE LAW 
Too much philosophy of the law 
and not many really practical tips on 
how to do the stuff? Well, here's a 
chance to learn how one part of the 
law really works. 
On Saturday, March 12, the 
Environmental Law Society is spon-
soring a Public Lands Administrative 
Appeals Workshop. Beginning at 9 
a.m., Don Morrill of the Sierra Club 
Wilderness Committee will introduce 
present problems involving National 
Forest and Bureau of Land Manage-
ment (BLM) lands. 
Francia Welker, staff attorney for 
the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, 
will then discuss the common bases 
of legal action, introduce the Forest 
Service appeal process, and give 
practical tips on how to do an appeal. 
Finally, BLM appeal procedures will 
be introduced. To help in dealing 
with this wilderness of law, a packet 
of sample documents and laws has 
been prepared and will be available 
at the workshop. Refreshments will 
be provided, each person should 
bring lunch, and we hope to be done 
by 2p.m. 
As a result of a similar conference 
held last year, the Hastings' Envi-
ronmental Law Society adopted a 
potential wilderness area (Big Butte) 
and is helping a citizens' group 
defend that area. This defense has 
included court action, appeals within 
the BLM and State Department of 
Water Resources, and use of the area 
for fun and to obtain standing. We 
hope that some of those Hastings' 
students who participate in this 
year's workshop will become involved 
in the Big Butte project. 
So if you are lost in the wilderness 
of law or want to help save a little bit 
of wilderness, bring yourself and a 
lunch and join us at the Public Lands 
Administrative Appeals Workshop. 
Don Surgeon 
Hastings' Environmental 
HASTINGS CENTENNIAL FUND 
in cooperation with 
MS. JILL FISS 
OFTHE 
New York Salon of Vidal Sassoon 
presents 
Hairstyling at Hastings 
Men's & Women's Cutting and Styling 
Watch For Details and AppOintment Times 
Proceeds to HCF 
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The music by Ernest Gould is so many times that it has changed 
cheery and periodically reminds you face to reach this lame invention. 
that this is a kindergarten story retold Pulverman Bros. 
HERRINGTON'S 
#9 Jones Street 
San Francisco 
The Irish Pub that 
has proudly served 
Has tings Students 
for Half A Century. 
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SHAMROCK SHAKERS IN FRONT 
The Shamrock Shakers, section 2A Game three proved to be the most 
in the Fuller league has jumped out to exciting this season when the Shakers 
an early season lead in the intermural met a most stubborn opponent in 
softball competition with three con- section I-A. 
secutive victories. The Shakers hope The excitement began with a 
to win their second consecutive 1M stormy pregame dispute over ground-
Softball Championship. rules. Section l-Al's motin to elimi-
The Shakers opened the season nate the "right centerfield home run 
with a 14-7 win over section 3D-2. rule" was denied and a preliminary 
Posting a 3-0 lead in the first inning, decision was reached to play the 
they controlled the game till the end. game on the merits . 
In game two the Shakers exhibited Section I-AI reserved the right to 
the awesome power and sparkling appeal this decision, and there is 
defense which made them the 1976 rumor that it will be a topic for next 
champions. years national moot court competi-
The second year dynamos shut out tion. But in the eyes of this reporter, 
section 3B, 17-0. Third baseman no reversible error has occured and 
Freeman was the defensive standout the Shakers 20-11 victory will probab-
while team captain Kevin hit two ly be upheld. 
·homeruns as lead-off batter. Going into the bottom of the 8th the 
JOGGING: LEATHER UNDERFOOT 
Jogging is a simple and efficient 
activity. Fifteen minutes a day is 
sufficient to promote healthy heart 
and lung (cardiovascular) efficiency. 
In addition, jogging can help tone the 
body, increase one's resistance to 
illness, and facilitate the loss of 
unwanted weight. Like other forms of 
exercise, jogging is likely to produce 
additional positive side-effects, in-
cluding smoother digestion of food 
and elimination of wastes, a reduction 
in anxiety and irritability, and an 
improved ability to relax and sleep. 
One of the nice things about 
jogging is that it requires no 
equipment other than some loose-
fitting clothing and shoes. Yet many 
people complain (and justifiably) 
about the high cost of running shoes. 
Admittedly the shoe companies and 
retailers are reaping enormous pro-
fits for a product that could sell 
profitably at half the price. (One 
Olympic runner makes his own shoes 
for about $6 a pair!) 
Unfortunately, at present, there 
, are no inexpensive alternatives avail-
able. Hopefully this article can help 
you get the most for your money. 
KNEES CAN FAIL 
For most people, long-term jogging 
that is comfortable and injury-free 
will depend to a large extent on their 
shoes. When running, each foot 
strikes the ground about 800 times 
every mile. Without proper shoes this 
repeated shock can evolve into knee, 
back, shin, foot and other problems. 
Investing in a good pair of running 
shoes can save you a good deal of 
grief and expense further down the 
road. If used exclusively for running, 
a pair of shoes should last at least 12 
to 16 months if you run fifteen miles a 
week. (And then they make a 
comfortable pair of street shoes for a 
few more years.) 
THE BEST SHOE 
A good running shoe should have 
the following features: 
1) Heel Lift - cushioning is thicker 
under the heel than on the ball of the 
foot. This raises the heel and reduces 
stress on the achilles tendon. 
2) Heel Counter"':'" holds the heel 
firmly in the shoe. 
3) Flexible Sole-too stiff a sole 
cause stress and injury to muscles 
Shamrock Shakers held a 13-6 margin 
when section I-AI exploded for six 
runs on 3 homeruns. The Shakers, 
now leading by only 13-11 came back 
with a ninth inning flurry of their own 
and scored seven runs to put the final . 
damper on ｉｾａｬＧｳ＠ hopes for a 
come-from-behind upset. 
The Shakers will be playing their 
4th game even as this article goes to 
the press, but without the help of star 
shortstop. That would be Andy 
Martinez who was injured in game 
two when he tried to stand up at 
second base and chew gum at the 
same time. The Shakers team physi-
cian hopes to have Martinez ready in 
time for the playoffs if not sooner. 
In the meantime, the Shakers hope 
to cover Martinez's loss with the help 
and tendons along the shin. Stiffness 
varies from shoe to shoe; find the 
flexibility most comfortable for you. 
4) Hold the shoe at the toe and the 
heel and push in toward the center; it 
should bend just behind the ball of 
the foot, not under the arch. 
(Sneakers and most tennis shoes fail 
this test.) This feature is necessary to 
prevent the arch from collapsing 
and.! or bearing all the stress when 
running. 
5) Adequate Cushioning - mini,-
mUD). of one-half inch at the heel and 
three-eights inch at the ball of the 
foot. Reduces shock to legs (lDd back, 
particularly on paved roads and hills. 
The Following shoes are recom-
mended as good shoes. They all pass 
the above tests and are fairly similar 
in quality. The accompanying re-
marks are not meant to detract but 
rather are an aspect to consider in 
accordance with your preferences. 
$20: Brooks Villanova, Brooks 
271-B. 
$24-26: New Balance 320, New 
Balance 305 (lighter but minimal 
cushioning), Nike Cortez (light and 
long-lasting but somewhat stiff), Nike 
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of a strong bench, including a 
promising unknown recently acquired 
on waivers from Buffalo. 
Intramural leaguers invite every-
one to attend these action packed 
games to enjoy the sun and fun; 
especially since the attendance has 
been falling below that of the 
Oakland A's. Softball commissioner 
Gooey Prune has warned that unless 
the Bay Area shows the ability to 
support more than one team, either 
the A's or Hastings will have to find 
another home. 
E.M., our unbaised reporter 
Road Runner, Tiger Grand Prix, 
Tiger Montreal (stiff), Karhu 2322 
and 2323 (hard to find). 
$30: Addidas SL72, Addidas SL76, 
Nike Waffle (light but wears out 
quickly), Puma 9190 (wears out 
quickly). 
DON'T LISTEN TO SALESMAN 
New Balance and Brooks are the 
only ones to come in variable widths. 
Shoes should be too large rather than 
too small, if a perfect fit is not 
possible. Don't listen to the shoe 
salesman say a shoe has been rated 
better than another. 
There are shoes for less than $20, 
but be sure to test them for the above 
features . Some are suitable if you do 
a modest amount of running, but 
others will mangle your feet and legs. 
Most importantly, find a pair of shoes 
that feels the best on your feet. If you 
have any questions about shoes, 
injuries or running in general, drop a 
note in Locker N1000 and they will be 
gladly answered. -
Lenny Stein 
COLLEGE PRIVACY REGS Continued from page 5 
mission to an educational Institution, an ap-
plication for employment, or receipt of an 
honor or honorary recognition If In this 
latter case the student waives such right . 
(4) The College shall maintain a record 
which will Indicate all Individuals, agencies, 
or organlzaltons which have requested or 
obtained access to a student education 
record kept by the College, and will Indicate 
the legitimate Interest each such Individual, 
agency, or organization has In obtaining 
this Information. Such record of access Is 
available only to the student, the officials 
responsible for the custody of the record, 
and to others authorized by law. 
(5) Where per.onallnformatlon (otl1er than 
directory Information) Is transmitted to a 
third party, It shall be done by the College 
only on condition that the receiving party 
will not permit any other party to have ac-
cess to such Information without the written 
consent of the student . 
(6) Student. are permitted to Inspect and 
review, within 30 days of their request to 
the appropriate College official retaining 
custody of records pertaining to them (e.g ., 
Registration and Admissions Office, Place-
ment Officers, Financial Aid Officer), their 
education records; to make reasonable re-
quests for explanations and Interpretations 
of these records; and to obtain a copy of the 
record where such a copy Is necessary In 
order to exercise the right of record In-
spection and review. 
(7) Copl .. of record. may, on request and 
payment of reproduction fee, be furnished 
by the appropriate college official having 
custody of the record, but such request may 
be denied where there Is a legitimate cause 
todo so. 
(8) A schedule of f_ for copies will be 
available at each office retaining education 
records. 
(9) The College will disclose personally 
Identifiable Information from education re-
cords to college offiCials, Including Deans, 
teachers, the Placement officers and the 
financial aid officer, within the College, 
when the recipient has a legitimate edu-
cational Interest, that Is to say, where the 
Information Is to be used by the recipient for 
evaluating and determining an Issue related 
to the education of the student, fitness of 
particular courses, or proper Instruction, 
continuation as a student, employment In 
particular activities, honors, ·extra-currlcu-
lar student activities, student officer or 
committee pOSitions, class standings, criti-
que and evaluation of an examination or 
work product assignment, letters of recom-
mendation on behalf of the student, or 
similar purpose. 
(10) Implementing practices of the· College 
and policy change. will be written and avail-
able for student notice upon promulgation 
by the responsible college officials. Copies 
of current pOlicies will be available for 
examination In the offices of the appropriate 
Deans, the Registration and ·Admlsslons 
Office, and Placement Office, and the 
Financial Aid Office. 
(11) The student has a right to Inspect and 
review confidential letter. and confidential 
statements of recommendation, but this 
right may be waived . A waiver applies only 
If the student knows or Is Informed, on 
request, of the names of persons providing 
the letters or statements, the letters or 
statements are used only for the purposes 
for which they were originally Intended, and 
the waiver Is not required as a condition for ' 
admission or other receipt or services which 
the student may properly receive from the 
College. 
(12) Directory Information, which consists 
of the following, may be dlsciosed to any 
third party by an official , teacher, or lege, dates of attendance at the College, 
employee of the College unless at regls- degrees and awards received, the most 
tration or within one week of promulgation recent previous educational Institution at-
of these instructions, whichever Is later, the tended by the student. The Director of 
student Informs the Director of Registration Registration and Admissions Is authorized 
and Admission of the categories of Informa- to indicate upon the student Identification 
tlon not to be released with respect to that card supplied by the College If the student 
student; name, address, telephone number, opts to withhold release of any directory 
date and place or birth, participation In Information. 
officially recognized activities of the Col-
ONE-NIGHT STAND 
Dear Law News, 
Shame, shame on you. ｈ･ｾ･＠ it is, 
February 14th, I say, 14th (Doesn't 
that ring a bell, ding dong?) and YOQ 
put out an issue without one notice of 
the momentousness of the occassion. 
Have you no heart? Is not Cupid 
sacred? He should shoot out your 
uncaring excuse for a thumper. 
A few (very few) attorneys are fond 
of saying, "Law is the love of my 
life," and yet you ignore, nay, deny, . 
any mention of love on this devotion 
ofaday. 
I should have known. I should have 
expected. No wonder you always 
objected to being in the heart of the 
Tenderloin. Senseless, cruel Law 
News. 
I'll bet you were the one kid in the 
classroom who never knew, on tbis 
day, what all the commotion was 
about. But don't worry; BlackstoJle 
probably never knew either. 
Peter Nelson '79 
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RUGBY BLOW BY BLOW 
WINNING IN PAW ALTO 
Hastings R.F.C. took to the road 
two weekends ago to meet Palo Alto 
R.F.C. for a pair of rugby matches. 
On a windswept Palo Alto field Hast-
ings I's trounced Palo Alto's first side 
17-6. In the second game, Hastings 
II's were ripped 20-26. 
For the first team, the win was an 
important psychological victory. Al-
though the club has an impressive 6-1 
record, there are those who claim that 
Hastings seasonal showing is the 
result of an easy schedule. Palo Alto, 
however, is not a club to be included 
in any critic's pushover category. A 
big and experienced group, Palo Alto 
had the week before put on an im-
pressive show of strength and quick-
ness in a loss to the Number one 
ranked BATS. The win for Hastings 
will provide needed momentum as 
the club goes on to face its toughest 
matches of the year against Cal and 
the Old·Blues. 
The scoring began when on a 
Hastings overlap John Smith shot the 
gap past two Palo Alto defenders. 
After 30 yards of unmolested open 
field running, Smith finally encoun-
tered interference. He deftly passed 
the ball off to David Anderson, who 
carried the ball and a Palo Alto de-
fender the remaining ten yards for 
the try. Ed Todd converted to make 
the score 6-0. 
PALO ALTO THREAT 
Palo Alto tied the match in the first 
half on two penalty kicks by All-Star 
Sonny Galberson. Galberson, a 
running as well as kicking threat, was 
limited to those two kicks. Outstand-
ing! Defensive play by John Feeney, 
Kevin Brogan and Sam Smith ren-
dered Galberson offensively impotent 
for the rest of the game. 
The scoring in the second half got 
under way when Scotland's version of 
George Blanda, Ed Todd, booted in a 
35 yard penalty kick to raise the score 
to Hastings 9-6. Several minutes later 
Mike King, America's version of a 
blitzkreig, broke four Palo Alto tack-
les as he advanced the ball to Palo 
Alto's 30 yard line. King, upon ap-
proaching the second line of defense, 
passed the ball to Randy Faccinto. 
Faccinto passed off to David Ander-
son on the outside. As Anderson was 
being pushed out of bounds by two 
defenders, he flipped the ball over his 
shoulder back into play. Faccinto, 
following the play, caught the ball 
and ran it in for the try . 
REA VY DUTY HASTINGS 
Hastings' final score came on a 
play that at first appeared destined to 
result in a Palo Alto try. In a stag-
gering Palo Alto overlap, Hastings 
breakaways Kevin Brogan and Tom 
Robers found themselves outnum-
benid by six men. As Palo Alto began 
to march down field , Brogan smoth-
ered the Palo Alto wing with a vicious 
tackle. Brogan's seismic stick caused 
the Palo Alto back to make a poor 
pass to the man beside him. Tom 
Rogers flyhacked the ball up field as it 
was bouncing on the turf thus avert-
ing the Palo Alto drive. Chris Snyder 
then picked up the ball and began 
running for the try 40 yards away. 
Immediately, there was concern 
amongst the Hastings partisans along 
the sideline. As any scouting report 
will verify, Snyder has the speed and 
the moves - but he does not have the 
eyes. The rules of rugby prohibit 
canes and guide dogs. Therefore, the 
question on everyone's mind that 
instant was: Would Snyder see the 
end zone? As the eyes of the Snyder 
family watched nervously from the 
sideline, Snyder squinted his way to 
the goal line for the try. 
BABY BROTHER MAKES GOOD 
The Hastings second side, like the 
first squad, managed to get into the 
end zone with some frequency. How-
ever, defensive letdowns and poor ceeded to outrun 6 puffing defenders 
officiating allowed the Palo Alto for the try . 
seconds to reach the end zone with 
even greater frequency . LAW SCHOOL LAGGARDS 
Hastings was the first team to 
score on a 10 yard run by bruising 
back Glen Luque. The normally mild-
mannered Luque, an appraiser for 
Northern California Savings, changes 
character when he steps onto the 
rugby field . Aggressions he can't 
take out on buildings during the week 
are directed at opposing ruggers on 
Saturdays. On this scoring play Lu-
que bulled his way into the end zone 
as three Palo Alto defenders tried to 
stop him in vain . 
Palo Alto found the end zone twice 
and at half time the score favored 
Palo Alto 12-6. Early in the second 
half Hastings scored again to tie the 
game. A lineout pass on Palo Alto's 
three yard line found its way into 
Zook Sutton's arms . Sutton took one 
step toward the end zone, dove 
underneath an oncoming defender, 
and touched the ball down on the goal 
line for the try . 
Several minutes later , Mike King 
- in a repeat performance - broke 
loose into the Palo Alto secondary. 
King passed off to Mike Haesloop . 
Haesloop, showing good wheels , car-
ried the ball 10 yards before passing 
off to Major Mike Malone. The Major 
quickly passed the ball outside to 
John Feeney. Feeney, who trains for 
rugby with cigarettes, then pro-
Palo Alto in the second half of the 
game was able to break several long 
runs on the Hastings secondary, 
which led to scores . The Hastings 
seconds did not put on a very good 
tackling display in the game. Part of 
the problem was that Palo Alto likes 
to throw elbows while they run as 
much as John MacConaghy likes to 
sing rugby songs . Surely another 
factor is that several standouts ad-
mitted to having off days . 
Hastings final score came in the 
final minute when Glen Luque scored 
his second try. Luque picked up the 
ball as it skirted along the Palo Alto 
goa! line and fell on it in the end zone. 
Final score, Palo Alto 26-20. 
ON TO BERKELEY 
Hastings R.F.C.'s biggest game in 
their history will be played this 
Thursday. The ruggers face the Uni-
versity of California Golden Bears in 
Berkeley's Memorial Stadium. The 
meeting promises to be the best 
rugby match of the season. The 
Hastings I's will play at 3 p.m. , fol-
lowed by the II 's at 5 p.m. Students 
are encouraged to attend, which is of 
course why there's no charge for 
admission . 
- Jacques De La Boitte 
SPORTS NAME DROPS By Scoop Sutro 
This sports reported tripped out to 
Ocean and Aptos field Sat. Feb. 5, to 
watch Section 3E (The Champs) 
battle Section lA's second softball 
team - affectionately known as the 
Worn Out Worms (WOW). Due to 
the cold weather, the beer flowed 
faster than usual (if you can believe 
that) and the cloud around home 
plate attempted to warm the in-
fielders (ask Jim "Roving Cloud" 
Cole). 
The game got off to a thrilling 
start when, after only two innings, 
Don Putterman was given the Most 
Errors in a Game "Golden Glove" 
award. Steve Siino got his obligatory 
RBI in the next inning and, in the 
bottom of that inning, Ruby Udell 
surprised everyone (herself, most of 
all! !) when she caught a fly ball 
while only trying to protect her head 
with the mitt. Madeline Jen-Kin 
gave batting lessons when she 
wasn't chasing down a full beer can 
or standing on second base. Bruce 
Goren was awarded the prize for 
spending the most time in the ivy 
after missing more than his share of 
pop flys to third. 
The official Mascot (Valerie 
Foster) announced the score at the 
top of the ninth and was promptly 
thrown out of the game. Rick Reiser 
was unanimously voted to be de-
serving of the game ball though no 
one volunteered to present the 
award. Rick's prize-winning play was 
a flying-tumbling catch in left field 
Cole got the Don Putterman Golden 
Glove award. The big hits of the day 
were made by Bruce, Dick, and 
Charlie Slynstad, in spite of the 
pitching. Last, and certainly least, 
Marilyn Gamick made a guest ap-
pearance and was heard to say: "Are 
you guys SURE you want me to 
play?! " Are you kidding, Marilyn ... ? 
WOW extends an open invitation 
to Section 1A to come out for the rest 
of the games to watch (and drink) or 
play (and drink). The only require-
ments are BYOB and swearing that 
you'll never divulge the game score. 
which was so incredible he received 
applause from both teams and a 
group playing football on a nearby 
field. Stewart Rine was runner-up for 
the game ball for hitting the ball 
every time at bat. (Great, Stew!) 
Mark Brandenberg couldn't seem to 
find the right position in the outfield 
so he finally resigned himself to a 
striptease act on the sidelines. (The 
Mascot loved it! ! !) Tom Stewart 
kibutzed from the outfield when he 
wasn't picking up his hat (Want a 
chin-strap, Tom?) while Dick 
Archbold, well, what can I say about 
Dick - he had a good time. The only 
injury of the afternoon took place at 
the Bar-B-Q following the game but 
this reporter isn't talking about it . . 
Oh, by the way, the other team had a 
good time and, with a little practice, 
THE OTHER SUNDAY 
might be able to put together a The East-Asian Law Society enjoy-
decent club. ed a Sunday afternoon in Orinda, 
On the following Friday, WOW March 6th, drinking plum wine, 
met with Section 2D (who brought relaxing in the sunshine, and gener-
absolutely NO brew and couldn't ally enjoying each other while 
even dig up a pack of matches classical oriental dancers entertained 
among them). After overcoming in the round . 
some pitching defects, 2D settled The lovely setting for the gathering 
down to some serious ballplaying. was Professor George Prugh's home, 
WOW, on the other hand, had a spacious and serene. A Japanese 
great time. style lunch was served in doors. After 
Kathy Warner got the Ruby Udell lunch the party adjourned to the pool 
Suprise Catch of the Day late in the side patio where Mimi and Lasandre 
4th inning. Ken "Rubber Arm" exquisitely performed classical Java-
Cassutt ran his .bleep. off in left nese and Korean court dances, some 
field, made some powerhouse of which are rarely seen in this 
was provided by a loved member 
herein refered to as David, who 
commented on the spotless nature of 
the Prugh 's glass patio doors as he 
simultaneously bounced off one of 
them. 
Work was strickly fobidden at the 
gathering. Students of course had 
few problems with this, but a sharp 
eye had to be kept on Dean Riegger 
and professors Shattuck and Frolik. 
Professor Prugh was kept busy trying 
to find the two dancers and one other 
person who got lost somewhere in his 
house . The afternoon was a great 
success . 
The East-Asian Law Society throws, and was generally an im- country. 
portant addition to the team. Dana L-_T_h_e_s_u_p_p_l_em_e_n_tary _ e_n_te_rta __ i_n_m_e_n_t _______________ ｾ＠
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RANDOM TRIAL NOTES continued from front page 
moustache and wire-rim glasses that 
had charged up San Juan Hill. A 
paisley tie that was coordinated with 
his shirt and suit only by the fact that 
it was cloth. 
The plaintiff, a Southern banking 
company, was going down the drain. 
Supposedly tainted with mob money. 
Florida connections. The plaintiff had 
four lawyers. Four different suits. 
The first suit was blue-grey with pale 
white and pink pin stripes. A short, 
fatty man with a skin condition that 
caused blotches to flare on his face 
like sun-spots in a cosmic storm. A 
Jack-in-the-Box objector. 
"Your Honor, I object ... this is 
outrageous. ' , 
People who couldn't agree on 
anything else were still of the 
unanimous opinion that he was a 
flaming asshole. Up and down he 
sprang. Defense counsel thought he 
wasn't playing fair. 
Suit No.2 was a brown and beige 
three peice herringbone tweed. A 
man so tiny that short men liked to 
stand near him. Small enough to 
re-enroll in grammar school with the 
right clothes and a fresh head of hair . 
Sissyish with a garden hedge of a 
lisp. , 
The third suit was tan corduroy. A 
teutonic-looking Southerner with 
hands that picked at his head. Pulling 
at his eyebrows. Thin sleeping brown 
hair. 
The last man had an ugly suit that 
had never been near a sheep. But 
Ugly Suit was one-half of the name 
partnership. A big Irishman with a 
gift for words. Sloppy with a nice 
, 'just folks" attitud.e for the court. 
The defendant was represented by 
two attorneys and Chatelain. 
Five of the six lawyers wore 
glasses. One was in shape; a defense 
attorney who ran miles the way 
others drink. He was another man 
more in tune with a different epoch. 
A boar bristle moustache and a 
chambermaid's whisper of an Oxford 
accent. Admirably equipped for the 
days of Her Majesty's eternal 
sunshine. 
The other defense counsel was tall. 
Say 6'1" or 6'2" on a hill. He wore 
the uniform. Three piece gray 
flannel. An incisive lawyer with a dry 
wit. The trial was progressing, 
slowly. 
Each side had a paralegal or two to 
help. The smallest man is now cross-
examining the CPA expert. Snore . 
The opposition's paralegal has a nice 
pair oflegs. 
"You mentioned that ... " 
"Isn't it a fact that ... " 
"Isn't it true that . . ." 
"Now, Mr. Witless, if, hypothe-
tically speaking . . ." 
The carpet tramped down by 
pacing - to and fro. Whispers and 
half angry objections. Kangaroos 
with thyroid problems. 
"Your Honor!" 
The judge speaks slowly. Like a 
snail with a broken shell. Oozing 
along between the cracks of time. 
"You think ... that ... ｾ｢ｹ＠ now all 
could finish his sentence) ... " 
"Your Honor, opposing counsel is 
turning this court into a circus. " If so, 
where do you get your refund? Your 
front row tickets to boredom. The 
attorney turns to you during the 
recess. 
"Stephen, now we really need this 
brief. It's quite important. ' , 
Chatelain is dubious. He remem-
bers the last "needed" brief. Yester-
day. At the office ... It's 7:30 p.m. 
The clock says you shouldn't be in the 
office. The place is still. You have to 
do it. Another goddamn memoran-
dum of points and authorities. That's 
four in three days. Late night scribe. 
Comman man. A hired hand. 
"Stephen, we may need your 
drafting skills." 
PRACTICAL ECOLOGY continuedfrompage12 
·Don't fill the whole tub when taking 
a bath. 
·If you have to wash your car, do it 
with a bucket of water, not the hose. 
·Don't hose off driveays and side-
walks, use a broom. 
·Take showers with a friend. 
GAS AND ELECTRICITY: 
·If you are gone all day, turn the heat 
all the way off until you return. 
·Eliminate unnecessary lights and 
use lower wattage bulbs. 
·Where possible, use fluorescent 
lights rather than incandescant 
bulbs. 
·Close doors and turn off vents in 
unused rooms. ｾｗｨｹ＠ heat when you 
aren't using?) 
·Use a wool blanket instead of an 
electric blanket. 
·Lower the thermostat to 65 degrees. 
·Consider the energy used to make 
the products you buy. Purchase items 
which are not energy intensive. 
CONSERVATION AT THE 
GROCERY STORE 
ｇ･ｮ･ｲ｡ｴｾｧ＠ less garbage is a first 
step toward the reduction of resource 
waste. The grocery store provides 
abundant opportunities to implement 
this practical ecology . 
·The paper bags from the grocery 
store can be reused several times; 
take them back and fill them up 
again. Better yet, bring your day pack 
or book bag to the market and fill it. 
·Plastic produce bags ｾ｡ｬｴｨｯｵｧｨ＠
second to biodegradable paper) can 
make the trip back to the produce 
aisle again and again. 
.Try to purchase brands that are 
minimally packaged. Overpackaged 
products ｾｰｬ｡ｳｴｩ｣＠ over a foil container 
in a paper box with a cellophane 
wrapper!) are not only more expen-
sive, but represent a waste of re-
sources and energy and the senseless 
generation of more garbage. 
GO L D BE R G continued from front page 
move on to her next point of Justice Goldberg pointed out that 
contention. none of the students here were given 
The arguments in both oral 
sessions that evening were excellent. 
So good, in fact, that the Bench was 
unable to pick a winning side in either 
argument, determining both sessions 
a draw. However, the Justices did 
single out one advocate in each 
argument as most impressive. Their 
choices were Noreen Sharp and Steve 
Hayes for the 5:00 and 8:30 round 
respectively. 
Good, you'll bring your straight 
edge. 
The script writer on set. Waiting 
behind the director's chair. 
"Quick, the scene needs to be 
changed. Quick, quick, the actors 
need new lines. Quick." 
" ... Pressure, whoa, pressure, 
pressure's got the drop on you." 
Steel drums and thick ganja and 
you wonder why you work. 
"I don't care what the bossman 
say, I'm gonna laugh and sing all 
day. " Client's on the stand. Stand by 
your man. He signs the checks, after 
all. 
You had lunch with Kirstin 
Summers. She's beautiful. Quiet. An 
even gaze. She was glad that you had 
called her for lunch. If you hadn't, 
she would have been forced to. That 
would require too much "psychic 
energy." Rather insecure. You asked 
her if she was living with her "long 
story." Yes, but not for long. Your 
"long story" was gone too. But not 
for good. You ate at a salad place. 
Green is good. Soup, too. Hot and 
wet isn't bad either. You doubted 
aloud that she was truly in love with 
her "long story. ' , 
"No. I don't know. It's hard to 
explain, but it had nothing to do with 
him. I'd just gotten tired of being 
a . . . showpiece." 
Chatelain laments, "It's bad hav-
ing people like you for the wrong 
reasons." 
"What are the right reasons?" she 
asks. You are who you look like. She 
saw you as you viewed her. Attracted 
to you. Not enough to pack a tooth 
brush ｾ｣ｯｬ､Ｍ｢ｬｯｯ､･､＠ for a first date, 
anyway). Or shave her prickly legs. 
Can't run after a woman. Es-
pecially a cool number. Anyway, 
wouldn't it end like all the others? 
You'd be tired of her sooner than she 
deserves. What does your heart say? 
Listen to your heart, boy! Thump. 
HEAL THYSELF 
While initially giving the impression 
of being an unruly bear, Mr. Neilsen 
is a damn fine instructor who has his 
students' needs at heart. One stu-
dent, whose name is withheld for 
obvious reasons, says "He's a paper 
tiger unless you jeopardize in any 
way your client's best interest; at 
which point you deserve all you get. 
As Neilsen has put it in class, 
though, 'better now before him than 
before a state bar disciplinary 
committee.' " 
The clinic is located at 1337 3rd 
Street. Close to the U.C. Medical 
School, it is designed to serve any of 
the legal needs of the Medical School 
Students. The line, however, is 
drawn at fee engendering litigation. 
Still, the latitude allowed for the 
Hastings student to take on the re-
sponsibilities of effective represen-
tation for his/her client is very 
broad. 
HOW IT'S DONE 
When a medical student comes 
an easy time of it. This was an intense 
an oral argument as any of them will 
ever have to face. This caliber of oral 
argument is a credit and a benefit to 
the Hastings community as a whole. 
The video tape of these arguments 
will be permanently placed in the 
Prosser Video Tape Library. All in-
terested may make viewing arrange-
ments through the Hastings 
Television Office. 
HASTINGS LAW NEWS 
Thump. Thump-thump, thump. 
Hmmm. Not much help. So much for 
internal organs. But God, you 
thought about her all day. Doodled 
her name and idly wondered why. 
You didn't want to call right away, so 
you went and played poker with the 
boys. Didn't win a pot, but fertilized 
plenty. Cards were colder than a 
banker's smile. In the car home, the 
battle raged and you finally decided 
. .. no call. All settled. No more 
questions. You walk in the apartment 
and pick up the phone. You bought 
here a single yellow rose for that 
lunch. A priceless 50 cent gesture. 
"Here. " 
"Oh." 
"It's a winter rose." 
"Roses don't grow in the winter." 
"Let me keep my romantic il· 
lusions," he said. She laughed. 
People thought she was a smasher. 
Quietly striking. Strikingly quiet. 
4:00 p.m. Some heat raised in this 
air-conditioned court. Interest figures 
being chalked on the blackboard. 
$1,364.08 a day of interest on the 
property. A lot of interest. Yours is 
directed elsewhere. Woman on the 
half shell. 
Order in the court. Everybody is a 
lawyer. Nine or ten now here in court. 
All well-paid - and dull. All un-
doubtedly look better in their suits 
than bare-assed. Probably look ri-
diculous bare-assed. What do their 
wives think of them? Chatelain aits, 
jotting merrily away. The clients 
think, hopefully, that Chatelain is 
taking notes on the trial. Voluminous 
notes. Ready for the appeal. The 
appellate brief. Lawyers do it in their 
briefs. Not you, no yet. 
The trial is slowly winding down. 
s/S.C. 
continued from front page 
into the clinic he or she becomes the 
client of whoever is scheduled to 
conduct initial interviews during that 
hour. That Hastings student will act 
as counsel for his or her client until 
ultimate disposition of the case ｾｵｬﾭ
timate disposition may be as far as 
representing the client in court as all 
members of the clinic can be certi-
fied by the State Bar) or until the 
end of the semester. This is not to 
say that a clinic member must drop 
his/her caseload at the end of the 
semester. Professor Neilsen is very 
flexible about arrangements allowing 
a clinic member to complete hislher 
ongoing cases after the semester has 
ended. 
The legal needs of the medical 
students range from dissolutions, 
probate work and insurance settle-
ment negotiations to superior court 
appearances in hotly contested mat-
ters. Peter C. Sange, a 3rd year 
student stated, "Up to now, Victor J. 
Poree and I have handled a number 
of insurance cases and we're now 
extremely excited about our upcom-' 
ing case involving an allegedly un-
justified denial of health care bene-
fits to a student stemming from sur-
gery and a subsequent claim by the 
student." 
Mollie Dent, another 3rd year stu-
dent said. "It's a very valuable ex-
perience. Only seven weeks into this 
semester Jan Van Praag and I have 
handled four cases: two drunk driving 
charges, a dissolution and a child 
custody case. " 
FEBRUARY 28. 1977 
ADMISSIONS FOR SALE 
"It's been common knowledge that 
you could pay to get into medical 
school for years . There have been 
payoffs to all types of professional 
schools: medical, veterinary, dental, 
law. It's nationwide," says FBI agent 
Jim Perry. 
Common knowledge and common 
ripoff but the deals are made with 
anyone but the common person. 
Many students who have the way to 
graduate school bought and paid for 
come from families where fathers are 
politicians, businessmen or wealthy 
doctors in the community. And Perry 
is working on one case in Philadephia 
where daddy happened to know a 
State Representative. 
Herbert Fineman, Democractic 
Speaker of the Pennsylvania House of 
Representatives, was indicted last 
month on charges of blackmail, 
bribery, obstruction of justice, mail 
fraud and conspiracy in connection 
with alleged payoffs by three parents 
who sought admission for their 
children to the University of Pennsyl-
vania School of Veterinary Medicine, 
Thomas Jefferson University and the 
Philadelphia School of Osteopathic 
Medicine . 
Fineman, 56, allegedly extorted 
$41,000 from 1968 to 1976 from the 
parents . Named as co-conspirator 
was Martin Abrams who reportedly 
collected the payoffs but was not 
indicted. Fineman's identity was 
never revealed to the parents. 
Fineman is the fourth Philadelphia 
politician to be indicted for soliciting 
bribes to influence professional 
school admission. David W. Marston, 
U.S . Attorney in Philadelphia, said 
the indictments resulted from a 
" monster investigation over six 
months long." The FBI entered the 
Fineman case on a lead from a 
confidential FBI source, according to 
Perry. 
Based on the indictment, Fineman 
took $15,000 through Abrams from 
Oscar Braunstein, one of the parents, 
in 1972. On April 5, 1973, Fineman 
sent an undisclosed letter to Mark 
Allam, who was then dean ' of the 
Veterinary School. He soon received 
the payoff money from Abrams a 
month later and Braunstein's son, 
Michael, was admitted to the school. 
Later, on August 31, 1976, the 
indictment charges that Fineman met 
with Senior Vice-President for one of 
the University's programs, E. Craig 
Sweeten, and ordered him to destroy 
all correspondence relating to 
Braunstein's admission located in the 
student's IDes. As yet, no school 
administrators involved or parents 
have been indicted. 
Nobody is happy about the situa-
tion at the University of Pennsyl-
vania, least of all the students. In an 
MUSIC IN MY EARS 
"Sleepwalker," (Arista AL-4106) is 
the Kinks' 20th album. This group 
has had one of the most colorful 
histories in rock music. They began 
as one of the leaders of the "English 
Invasion" of the middle sixties. I still 
remember the first time that I heard 
"You Really Got Me" on the radio. 
Complete with churning guitars and 
screaming vocals, it remains one of 
the most memorable songs of that 
time. The group faded in popularity 
and produced a series of obscure 
albums which went nowhere. "Lola" 
changed all of that, one of the classic 
singles in rock history, it gave the 
group a fanatical cult following and 
enough money to pursue Raymond 
Douglas Davies visions of social and 
political satire which dominated their 
music through the seventies. 
Raymond Davies is the key to the 
Kinks . He has an unusual ability to 
combine old themes, both musical 
and lyrical, and make them still 
sound fresh . His vocals are truly 
some ofthe best in rock and roll. And 
his writing abilities are unparalleled. 
"Sleepwalker" marks a series of 
changes for the Kinks. They have 
switched record labels, ending a long 
relationship with RCA. The use of 
horns in their music is gone, replaced 
by synthesizers and strings. For the 
first time in five years, "Sleep-
walker" is not a concert album. 
Instead, it is a series of varied style 
and. songs with no particular focus. 
Some of them work, some do not. 
The album opens with a typical 
Kinks theme, "Life on the Road." 
This is a recurring idea, dealt with in 
some d\Eltail on the album, "Every-
body's in Showbiz." Here the focus 
has changed to that of the Middle-
Aged rocker looking back on his life, 
and realizing he will live it out 
playing on the road. 
The second song, "Mr. Big Man" 
is another old concept, that of the old 
friend who has gone on to success 
and forgotten his chums. He has been 
seen before as Powerman in "Lola 
versus Powerman" and Mr. Flash in 
, 'Preservation. " However, the song 
adds nothing new. 
Things do perk up with "Sleep-
walker," the title song. A combina-
tion of catchy lyrics, fine guitar work 
by brother David Davies, and a great 
uptempo beat. One you can hum all 
day. 
SIDE TWO 
Side 2 opens up with a classic 
Kinks rock and roller, "Juke Box 
Music." Shades of Johnny Thunder 
and it is back to the fifties. The 
Davies brothers combine for tremen-
dous harmonies, another fine solo, 
Illld all the intensity so lacking in 
much of the lush music we are 
inundated with today. Simplicity, 
performed with taste, can be 
refreshing. 
editorial in the Daily Pennsylvanian, 
the school paper , Sweeten was asked 
to temporarily step down from his 
position until "all questions concern-
ing his role in the affair have been 
answered." President Martin 
Meyerson issued a public statement 
about the Fineman case but that 
didn 't seem to be more than a five-
paragraph document of good will that 
the students said demonstrated "an 
extreme lack of assertiveness and an 
attempt to gloss over the case's 
implications. ' , 
And the implications are serious. 
With medical and professional school 
admissions getting more limited 
every year, cases like Fineman 's only 
underline the fact that the rich get 
richer and the poor get rejection 
notices. It also serves to make 
influence-peddling a serious, if not 
detrimental, objective for other pro-
fessional school applicants. 
As a result, says FBI man Perry, 
the Bureau has moved most of its 
manpower from work on smaller 
crimes to white collar crime. 
Influence-peddling, while not a 
crime, is worth more to children of 
the wealthy than perfect grade point 
averages which, often enough, many 
of these children never have . 
At the University of California-
Davis Medical School, Dean John 
Tupper openly admits to interceding 
"Sleepless Night" is the standard 
romantic ballad ofthe record . A great 
falsetto by Davies and rich production 
add up to one of their better ballads 
since ' 'Lazing on a Sunny 
Afternoon. " 
The closing cut, "Life Goes On," is 
the shining moment of the album. It 
is Ray Davies personal story. The 
song begins in second person, narra-
ting the story of a friend whose life 
was almost ruined by emotional dis-
tress caused by his girlfriends run-
ning off with his best friend . It then 
switches to first person as he re-
counts his own bout with suicide in 
parody, "I turned on the gas, but I 
soon realized I hadn't settled my 
bills,and they turned off my supply." 
In the end, he concludes that no mat-
ter what, life goes on, so do the best. 
It is a bit strange seeing Ray Davies 
emerge as an optimist after years of 
cynical social comment. Perhaps after 
personal battle a new side has 
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on behalf of students seeking ad-
mission to the school and makes sure 
that children of politicians, influential 
physicians , and wealthy businessmen 
are accorded special treatment. 
" In a fledgling medical school like 
Davis , which only admitted its first 
class in 1968, money for capital 
construction and facilities is life-
blood, " said Peter L. Storandt, 
assistant dean of the medical school 
from 1972 to 1975. He cited incidents 
where the sons of California poli-
ticians were admitted by the dean 
without ever going through the 
admissions process at all. 
Back in Philadelphia, Represen-
tative Fineman faces a total of 80 
years in prison and a $78,000 fine if 
convicted. But even that conviction 
may not discourage the sale of places 
in graduate schools. Perry says that 
the FBI currently has leads to other 
payoff schemes in other states. 
"There's no doubt they are going 
on," he says. 
So, if the tuition at the medical 
school of your choice goes up next 
year, it just may be that the money is 
needed to pay the dean's courtroom 
and attorney fees unless more candid 
admissions procedures are put into 
effect soon. 
Helaine Lasky 
emerged. 
The Kinks are one of the last vital 
original rock and roll bands left 
today . Of all the English groups of 
the sixties, only the Kinks and the 
Who are still performing. Though 
this album may not win them many 
new fans, it will delight anyone who 
has ever loved the Kinks. 
•••••• 
For those interested in jazz, an 
exceptional weekend is coming up 
March 5th. For traditional tastes, Bill 
Evans will be at the Great American 
Music Hall. Pat Martino will be at 
Keystone Komer, and for the avant 
garde Anthony Braxton will be mak-
ing a solo appearance at a new club in 
Berkeley, Mapenzi. 
IT'Ll Tm. HENRY 
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LAW CENTER 
GROUND· 
BREAKING 
The TONY PATINO Ｋ］ｾｌｌｏｗｓｗｉｐ＠
UNIVI;RSITY ot= CALlt=ORNIA -<:> I-lASTINGS COLLI;GI; ot= TI-lI; LAW 
SAN t=RANCISCO 
Law Center Trustees hope to begin 
construction of the Hastings Law 
Center September of this year. The 
actual groundbreaking date will de-
pend on whether a pending federal 
grant is approved. Law Center Foun-
dation Director Walter McGuire is in 
Washington and meeting with White 
House officials to clear the way for 
final approval of that federal funding. 
The grant would cover the costs of 
razing the existing buildings and 
beginning actual construction of the 
academic and legal affairs facilities. 
Still more money is needed and the 
Law Center Foundation is leaving no 
stone unturned. Every little bit helps. 
Hastings College of the Law is proud to announce 
the Tony Patino Fellowship in memory of Antenor Patino, Jr., a ｈｾｳｴｩｮｧｳ＠ student 
who died December 26, 1973. ThiS Fellowship was estabhshed 
by his Mother in accordance with Tony's often-expressed 
wish and intention to help his fellow students. 
"Over $700,000.00 in private gifts, 
pledges and deferred donations have 
already been received by the Law 
Center Foundation," McGuire said 
before he left for Washington. "This 
has enabled the architects to begin 
the detailed schematics necessary for 
construction. ' , 
It is the conviction of the donor that a proper legal education 
should not only be the study of law, but should also be .an 
influence in developing a sensitivity to the needs of sOCIety. 
Therefore, the Felfowship prefers a law student with a . 
"rounded capacity for life to one whose only view of ｨｵｭｾＬｮｬｴｹ＠
is gained as he or she passes from one hbrary to another. 
The Fellowship is designated solely for ｮ･ｾ､ｹ＠ and. worthy 
students at Hastings College of the Law. It Will prOVide 
educational and living expenses 10 the total amount of $5,000.00 
per year. In addition, should the recipient have need of child 
care for his or her child or chIldren (6 months to three years), 
such care can be provided through the benefits cif the 
Antenor Patino, Jr. Endowment Fund. 
The kind of applicant the Fellowship is ｩｾｴ･ｲ･ｳｴ･､＠ in 
supporting is one whoselersonal. and academic. history shows 
initiative, motivation an good citizenship. ThiS must be 
exemplified by active participation in public interest activities, 
as well as a desire to serve others upon receipt of a degree 10 law·. 
The candidate's record should show participation in organiza-
tions or programs that study and contribute to the solution 
The donor hopes the financial support from the Fellowship 
will afford the recipient the opportunity outside his or her 
legal studies for free tnquiry and activity in areas of his or her 
interest related to the needs of society. 
The Fellowship is renewable each year based upon per· . 
McGuire said that he would be 
back in San Francisco for the general 
student body meeting at the Law 
Center next week on March 8th. He 
encouraged each and every member 
of the Hastings community to attend. 
of a broad range of societal problems. Consideration is given to 
applicants who have demonstrated qualities of leadership and 
are inquisitive and concerned about the world around them. 
formance. Upon receiving the two renewals of the Fellowship 
and upon the successful completion of the requirements for 
the Juris Doctor degree, the recipient will then be known 
as a "Tony Patino Fellow.' 
Supportive data will be required to verify the actual 
involvement in human services. 
APPLICATION: 
Write to the Tony Patino Fellowship (Room I-M) 
Hastings College of the Law, University of ｃ｡ｬｩｦｯｲｮｾ｡Ｌ＠
198 McAllister Street, San Francisco, CA 94102 
COMM/ENT UPDATE: 
IT'S OFFICIAL 
COMM/ENT, the Hastings Journal areas. The COMM/ENT editors 
of Communications and Entertain- report funding for the first issue is 
ment Law, is pleased to announce its complete and that substantial addi-
participation in a joint writing tional operating money will be 
program with the Hastings Law available upon the success of the first 
Journal and the Hastings Constitu- issue. 
tional Law Quarterly. Additionally, invitations to join the 
First year students interested in Journal's Board of Advisors have 
working with COMMIE NT as an been sent to several well-known and 
alternative to moot court are en- influential practitioners. COMMI 
couraged to apply. Details for the ENT's hope is that they will act as 
program will be announced shortly. resources for students writing notes 
Students who have already com- and will help guide the Journal 
pleted moot court need not enter the toward serving the profession in the 
competition to apply. Appointments best fashion possible. 
for interviews can be scheduled by (Pssst!! COMM/ENT is planning a 
leaving a letter in the COMM/ENT party to further acquaint interested 
offices at 55 Hyde addressed to the students with the rewards (and hard 
Recruitment Committee and work) of Journal membership. The 
expressing your interest. date is tentatively set for March 17th; 
The premiere issue of COMM/ENT further announcements will be 
is currently in the final stages of forthcoming. ) 
editing. Response from the profes- Meanwhile, second year students 
sional community is great. So far the interested in writing for Hastings' 
major broadcasting networks and Journal of Communication and Enter-
motion picture studios have sub- tainment Law in subsequent issues 
scribed, as well as a large number of should contact the COMM/ENT 
practitioners specializing in these recruitment committee at their 
earliest convenience. 
B U DG ET continued from front page 
locker rooms. Thusfar no source of million dollar athletic complex with 
funds can be found. But the Law funds from pledges and student fees. 
Center Trustees do want such facili-, Fahn suggested that the payoff 
ties. . would be that students during those 
Fahn is one of several students al- academic years that the recreational 
ready involved in the Law Center facilities assessment was in effect 
Development Program. "Additional would be able to use the facilities free 
student assistance is needed imme- as alumni; that students at Hastings 
diately," he said. prior to the assessment would be 
''I've been told that we students I charged a fee. 
cari virtually assure the inclusion of The recreational complex assess-
recreational facilities in the new Law ment proposal would be added to a 
Center by voting ourselves a slight proposed placement/P .R. assess-
increase in student fees to be ear- ment. That placement assessment 
marked for the gym, handball courts would be earmarked for the produc-
etcetera," revealed Fahn to a full tion and distribution of polished 
ASH meeting. placement materials to all attorney 
"We would approach it like so employers in California and nation-
many of the Ivy League schools have wide. From each of these proposed 
and like they've just finished doing at assessments, tangible benefits would 
my alma mater at U .C. Davis," Fahn accrue almost immediately. 
continued. "They've built a multi-
PRACTICAL ECOLOGY 
A Guide to Recycling and Conserva-
tion in the Home: 
In the Eastern States the natural 
gas shortage has reached the crisis 
level. In the West water is fast be-
coming a precious element. These are 
but two dramatic examples of a 
reality that is becoming ever more 
apparent: the supply of exploitable 
natural resources is limited. Curtail-
ing the use of primary resources and 
reusing recyclable materials is the 
key to the intelligent and efficient 
utilization of our limited resources. 
The conservation tips we offer are 
simple and require only a minimum 
of effort which even a busy law stu-
dent can afford. Individual conserva-
tion efforts have a significant impact 
on the total amount of resources 
consumed. 
SAVING WATER: 
*Fill the basin, don't run the tap 
while washing hands or shaving. 
*When showering, wet down, soap 
up and rinse off instead of continually 
running the water. Use lower water 
pressure. 
* A toilet uses five to six gallons of 
water with each flush - don't flush 
the toilet every time it's used. 
*Place weighted plastic bottles in the 
toilet tank. 
*Collect water for household plants 
while waiting. for the bath water to 
get hot. 
*Use water-saving shower heads, 
which are available at many hardware 
stores. 
continued page 10 
"The Best Rugby Match of the Season! ! " 
Jacques De La Boitte 
HASTINGS 
vs. 
CAL 
This Thursday at 3 o'clock 
in the University of California's 
historic Memorial Stadium. 
FREE ADMISSIONI LIQUID REFRESHMENTI 
The Hastings Community is cordially invited to take Thursday 
afternoon off and join the Hastings Rugby Club for a good time 
in Berkeley. 
Rides & Car Pooling: Sign up on Rugby board in Commons 
